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ASSSI 50th Anniversary Stamps Now Available
Thanks to the efforts of the Queensland Branch, ASSSI 50th Anniversary stamps are
available from Australia Post's Personalised Stamps division. The self-adhesive
stamps picture an ASSSI logo and 50th anniversary wording alongside a kangaroo
and landscape montage.
They come in sheets of 20 x 50c stamps with each stamp measuring approximately 5
x 3.5cm. A sheet of 20 stamps costs a maximum of $23.00 with prices reducing the
more sheets are ordered down to a minimum of $17.00 for six or more sheets (i.e.
85c per stamp). They are available anywhere in Australia by contacting Personalised
Stamps on 1800 782 677, quoting order number 78 000 2816 0430 and having your
credit card ready.
The Queensland Branch has decided to subsidise the stamps for branch members and
will supply them for the face value of 50c. Queensland branch members can take
advantage of this opportunity and order stamps by contacting Kristie Watling by
email or on (07) 38969229.

Australian Society of Soil Science
Inc.
ARBN 080 783 106
ABN 96 080 783 106
www.asssi.asn.au
The ASSSI was founded in 1955 to
work towards the advancement of
soil science in the professional
academic and technical fields. It
comprises a Federal Council and six
branches (Qld, NSW, Riverina, Vic,
SA and WA). Liability of members
is limited.
Objectives
● To advance soil science
● To provide a link between soil
scientists and members of
kindred bodies within Australia
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and in other countries
Specific Objectives
● To promote the field of soil
science
● To further the expertise in soil
science of members
● To be a forum for discussion on
soil science
● To increase government and
community awareness of soil
science
● To liaise and cooperate with
other organisations in support of
mutual interests
● To encourage research and
extension in soil science
● To promote wise management
of the soil resource throughout
Australia

R Do you have soil science problems? Environmental & Earth
Sciences has a team of soil scientists who can help you with
any type of contaminant problem. R If you are looking for a
job in soil science, why not apply to join our team of highly
respected experts working at the forefront of their field? R
Visit our website to find out more about our cutting edge
science techniques and employment in all aspects of soil
science.

Environmental & Earth Sciences International
www.groundscience.com
Proudly Australian owned
Quality Assured

soil is the foundation of life

Membership
For all membership and CPSS
application and renewal enquiries
contact the ASSSI executive
officer, Linda Bennison at
asssi@bigpond.net.au,
phone (03) 5622 0804 or fax (03)
5622 0806.
Profile Deadlines 2005
1 Mar, 1 Jun, 1 Sep, 1 Dec
Advertising
Advertising relevant to some aspect
of soil science is welcome. Banner
(20cm x 4cm) and box (20cm x
12cm) advertisements which are
hyperlinked to a website cost $110
and $220 (incl GST) per issue,
respectively . Information about
ASSSI conferences, courses,
scholarships etc is published free.
Click here for more information.
Contributions
All contributions are welcome and
can be sent to the editor at
jrwhite@bigpond.net.au, PO Box
936 Biloela Q 4715 phone (07)
4992 6041 or fax (07) 4992 6043.
Federal Council Meetings 2005
4 Feb, 6 May, 8 Jul, 2 Sep, 4 Nov

Over recent months, several of the women soil scientists I work with have had babies. For each of them, at a personal level, this has been great; all are happy
and healthy, with new bundles of joy to care for. The concern I share with them is how having a family fits with a career. This is hardly a new topic for
discussion - the media has been full of it for years - but despite the coverage the issue has had, I have never given it much thought. I suspect that many of my
colleagues (the male ones at any rate) are the same. Perhaps I am particularly sensitized at present as my wife has returned to full-time work, and I have taken
on greater responsibility for my own children. I also have a good friend who is giving up his career to take responsibility for his new baby while his wife
continues in her career. So while my comments mostly refer to women scientists, there are also some males facing the same problems.
Of course, the attitude of the employer has a major influence on the impact having a family has on your ability to continue working. In speaking with one new
mother, Jonnie White, she said "I have been very, very lucky to have an incredibly flexible employer. I work for a small company (<10 people) from a home
office. I had to prove my mettle for the first few years, but once I had demonstrated a commitment to the project, my bosses have been very understanding
about how I do the job. Technology is also a key - I couldn't have done it like this twenty years ago. Keeping involved in things like ASSSI is one way I have
ensured that I keep in touch and networked even while working remotely and during extended leave like maternity leave. It's one reason I put up my hand to
edit Profile again this year in particular." Things are very different for those of us who work for large impersonal employers like a University - it doesn’t really
matter what your conditions of employment say, you will not get promoted unless your nose is to the grindstone 60h per week.
You will note that I am carefully avoiding any personal responsibility here! - it's all the systems fault - even if I wanted to, I’m powerless to do anything to
change the system. Yet it is at the personal level that I believe we can do something. This is especially true in a research environment, where a research group
could do a great deal to support one of their colleagues. For those who wish to do so, there is nothing to stop you thinking about soil science while making
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school lunches. Gavin Gillman told me that he had done some of his most effective thinking about soil surface charge issues while mowing his acreage lawn
outside Townsville. Clearly, to be at home looking after the children, but still working, could not be achieved without good communication; both in the
technical sense Jonnie referred to, but also in the personal sense. Perhaps we need to be much more deliberate in discussing with our colleagues who are about
to go on maternity (paternity) leave how they could continue to be involved, and as a society encouraging 'on-leave' members to continue their participation in
activities. I am sure this is not an intractable issue, just one that has not been attacked in the right way yet.
Finally, the ASSSI was asked to nominate Australian soil scientists to act as Vice-Chairs for each of the IUSS Divisions. I am pleased to advise you that Prof
Lyn Abbott, Prof Alex McBratney, Prof Mike McLaughlin and Dr Chris Smith have agreed to undertake these roles. Alex will act as Vice-Chair for Division 1
- Soil in Space and Time, Mike as Vice-Chair for Division 2 - Soil Properties and Processes, Chris as Vice-Chair of Division 3 - Soil Use and Management,
and Lyn as Vice-Chair for Division 4 - The Role of Soils in Sustaining Society and the Environment. Roger Swift and I, in our roles as IUSS President and
Vice-President elect, will now work with this group of Vice-Chairs to identify Australian (and New Zealand) scientists to act as unofficial Co-Chairs for each
of the IUSS Commissions. The World Congress of Soil Science in 2010 may seem a long way off, but there is a great deal to do between now and then.
N e a l Me n z i e s

Welcome to another issue of Profile. There have been lots of contributions for this issue - thanks to all those who have sent in material. It takes just a few
minutes to jot down a few paragraphs and email them in with a digital photo after an ASSSI or other soil-related event. Or if there is a soil science issue that
you wish to comment on, please feel free to submit your views for consideration.
As always, if you have any feedback on Profile, or any of the articles in this issue, please contact me.
Until next time,
Jo n n i e W h i t e
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Advance Notice
Leeper Memorial Lecture
25 November 2005
5pm University of Melbourne

The World’s Biggest Water Filter: Our Soil
Brent Clothier
HortResearch,
Palmerston North, New Zealand
The annual Leeper Memorial Lecture is organised by the Victorian branch of ASSSI.

Soil science diversity includes Soil-Geology
I have read the note 'From the President' by Neal Menzies in Profile 141, and I see that he supports diversity in the work of soil scientists.
Soil-Geology was developed by the CSIRO Soil Mechanics Section and the Geological
Survey of South Australia with the assistance of the CSIRO Soils Division (Bulletin 32 :
'The Soils and Geology of Adelaide and Suburbs'). The bulletin was published in 1954
and provided information on foundation failures in domestic buildings in the Adelaide
metropolitan area.
The authors saw no barrier between soil and geology and that soil profiles could be used
as a guide to problem soils. When the writer began the study of the South Australian
Quaternary, the experience gained in early work on soils was extended into rural areas in
South Australia and used in the investigation of silo sites, the building of roads and
railways pipelines and communication links, and in the study of salinised soils and soil
substrates with officers on the South Australian Department of Agriculture.
The diagram attached to this letter provides a larger view of soil science based on soil
chemistry and soil mechanics. We should extend our work into these related fields to
increase our membership.
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UWA now provides access to geology for soil scientists in the making and I think other
universities could adopt this idea.
Yours sincerely,
Jo n Fi r m a n
vvvvvvvv
A field trip into history
The area covered in a pioneering soil survey at Mt Gellibrand in Victoria was recently revisited by soil scientists and geologists. I read the report of this field
trip in Profile 141 with much interest, reminded of many anecdotes heard from members of the original team - G.W. Leeper, Ann Nicholls, and S.M. Wadham
(1936) Proc. Roy. Soc. Vic. vol. 49. But I would question the suggestion that aerial photography may have been used there with soil survey for the first time in
Australia. It was used earlier in soil surveys done by CSIR (later CSIRO) including the first one in 1929 in Renmark, S.A., as reported by J.A. Prescott and J.
K. Taylor in a paper on "The value of aerial photography in relation to soil surveys and classification" in J.CSIR vol.3 (1930), 229-230.
T .J. M a r sh a ll
vvvvvvvv
ASSSI website should be soils information resource
Some recent email discussion amongst some members has again raised the question of the role of the Society's web page. In particular the provision of general
information pertaining to soils and landscapes in Australia. My personal viewpoint is that the society should make a concerted effort in improving the quantity
of useful information conveyed by its website. I raised this issue some years ago when on federal council, and the result was my quick and dirty (excuse the
pun) gathering of some facts and links that are currently displayed on the webpage. It is my belief that these pages should become the first point of call for
anyone searching out information about soils in Australia, rather than a site that you may come across if lucky, and when you do, only conveys a few basic
facts.
A google search of Australian pages using the search word "soils" comes up with acid sulphate soils links most frequently amongst the first 20 listed.
Interestingly, there was also a link to a special ABS report on the soils of Australia (http://www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/abs@.
nsf/0/1ca94df590adff7fca2569f300250a31?OpenDocument). It was apparently compiled by officers of CSIRO, dated 2002, but doesn't use Australian Soil
Classification (but we won't get sidetracked by that). The point is - why doesn't the ASSSI website come up as the number 1 link (maybe some Google gurus
could tell us why)? Large numbers of government and university websites appear in the first 10 pages of links that came up from the search. I tried searching
on "soil" instead of "soils" and got the AJSR as the second link, and ASSSI as the 5th. Amazing the difference a plural makes.
Back to the point of this letter - communication of soil science is one of the core aims of the Society. The internet is regarded as a core communication method
these days. Why aren't we using it effectively? I suggest that Federal Council act on the matter to increase our web presence. This doesn't have to be all at once.
It could be bitten off in deliverable chunks. Each state could be charged with delivering some key points relevant to their part of the world. The society is fairly
flush with money, so if necessary, why not contract someone to do the hard yards? Why not beg/borrow/steal some of the core info from the recent CSIRO
"Australian Soils and Landscapes" publication to develop "1 pagers" on key landscapes of Australia?
Perhaps in a year or two, if someone searches the web for "soil" or "soils" they will be lead straight to an informative set of pages, with some comprehensive
basic information, and useful links to other web sites.
A n d r ew B ig g s
vvvvvvvv
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ESR Groups Invitation
As a member of ESRGroups - Engineering and Scientific research groups - I am writing to invite you to visit our professional site: http://www.esrgroups.org/ .
ESRGroups is a young association of researchers, PhDs and engineers. It is founded in France. Its main objectives are:
- To actively encourage and develop research in all areas of scientific study.
- To create a forum of scientific exchange in all areas and at all levels.
- To propose and pursue high-level research projects.
- To set up research groups to participate in national and international projects.
Through its shared web-site, ESRGroups allows members to share a wealth of scientific documents, to participate in collaborative research projects and to
consult the content of conferences and seminars in which they may be interested. Every ESRGroups member can enjoy the following advantages:
- Freely consult all available articles and research results in several different scientific domains.
- Organize, set up and participate in many different fields of research. Thus ESRGroups offers scope for its members, especially those who are not in the
academic sphere, to continue their work in research and to publish their results.
- Put at the disposal of other members his research results and published articles.
ESRGroups can offer free publicity for conferences and their organizers. In return it is asked that the conference proceedings, articles, presentations etc are
made available without charge to enrich the ESRGroups site so that members can have free access to them. We invite you to join us now so that we can work
together to attain the principal objectives of ESRGroups. Your expertise is precious and we can offer you the possibility to evolve and to help in the further
development of ESRGroups. We remain at your disposal for any further information regarding ESRGroups. Please do not hesitate to visit our site http://www.
esrgroups.org/
Yours faithfully,
E l Sa w d a Sa m er
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RIVERINA
The Riverina Branch organised a highly successful tour of the upper catchment of the
Snowy, Tumut, Murrumbidgee and Murray Rivers on 8-10 April. We were really
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pleased that Ken Page was able to guide us in the geomorphology of the Main Range.
Ken is a Senior Lecturer at Charles Sturt University, Wagga Wagga and has extensive
knowledge of this field. As with our trip to Lake Urana in 2003, Ken did a splendid job
of inspiring us with the geomorphology, its relationship to soils and impact on water
quality and quantity. Kosciuszko is one of the few areas in Australia that has been
glaciated and we saw features that many had never seen before such as lateral and
terminal moraines, tarns, erratic blocks and glacially abraded surfaces. We were blown
away with 360-degree panoramas and stunning ridgetop views. We admired massive
granite tors and xenoliths and the sheer tenacity of Feldmark communities. At the end
of the day we were all sore, stiff but happily enlightened. Ken was loudly applauded
for making the trip so educational but inspiring. Thanks are also due to Mark Conyers
for organising the tour.

ABOVE: Full of beans at the beginning of the walk and
adm iring the view from Charlotte’s Pass across the upper
catchm ent of the Snowy River. L to R: Ken Page, Jagadish
Tim sina (from Nepal, and to whom these m ountains
would be m olehills), Richard Early and Jason Condon.

QUEENSLAND
Soils
Refresher
Training
Course
ABOVE: Riverina m em bers line up adm iring the view
A very
across the headwaters of the Snowy River.
successful
Soils Refresher Training Course was held in Toowoomba on 14-15 April 2005. 84
enthusiastic attendees availed themselves of the program put together by 26 presenters/
organisers. The Branch has resolved to run another such course in 2007.
Undergraduate Awards - Correction
In issue 141 we reported a winner of the Qld Branch Undergraduate Award. Jessica
Gutknecht was one of four undergrad award winners for 2004, there was no overall
ABOVE: The conquering heroes from Riverina – the top
winner. Winners of the ASSSI (Qld Branch) 2004 Undergraduate Award for
Soil Science Society in Australia, on the top of Mount
Excellence in Soil Science announced late last year were:
Kosciuszko.
Loretta McKeering - University of Southern Queensland
Jessica Gutknecht - James Cook University
Ian Layden - University of the Sunshine Coast
Kurt Deifel - University of Queensland
Each student received a certificate, cash prize ($50), book prize (~$60), and 1 year's ASSSI membership.
DERT
George Smith was officially installed as chair of the Diagnostic Emergency Response Team (DERT). This team is to be responsible for drafting responses to
inappropriate and misleading press and media items relating to soils.
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Soils on Display
A soil surveying display as part of the Mapping and Surveying Museum at the Queensland Museum is being coordinated by Bruce Carey and Andrew Biggs.
In addition, a display on Soils was also featured in this year's annual 'Science in Parliament event on the 10th August.
Ron McDonald Lecture and 50th Anniversary Gala Dinner
The 50th Anniversary of the Society was celebrated at a Gala Dinner on 29th July which was held in conjunction with the biennial Ron
McDonald lecture. This year's lecture was presented by Queensland’s own Mike Grundy on the topic "50 years of Land Resource Assessment - what’s
changed and what does the future hold?". Over 80 people attended the lecture, and more than 50 stayed on for the dinner.
The evening contained a tribute to each
decade of the Society's existence with 'Past
President Reflections'. A tape of Ian Fergus
and Stan Waring was played discussing how
ASSSI began. Notes were read from Jack
Hughes (Secretary in the 1950's), Ken
Leverington and Chip Chippendale
(Presidents in the 1960's). David Edwards
travelled up from Coffs Harbour to represent
the 1970's decade and later in the evening,
Clive Bell reflected on the 80's, Bernie Powell
the 90's and Andrew Biggs the 00's.
After dinner, the State Soil (Vertosol) was
unveiled (accompanied by a tribute sung to
the tune of Waltzing Matilda), then each of
the three Honorary Life Members present, Ian
ABOVE: All past Branch presidents present at the Gala Dinner included (L- R) Allan Clarke,
Fergus, Calvin Rose and Stan Waring, gave a
Don Yule, Bernie Powell, Andrew Biggs, Robin Bruce, David Edwards, Clive Bell, Graham
short address. In between all this, a round of Price, Mike Grundy, Col Ahern, Robin Thwaites, Stan Waring, Ian Fergus, Rob Loch and Neal
Trivial Pursuit was won narrowly in
Menzies.
controversial circumstances by the 'Mensasols'
over the 'Heart and Sols'.
Visiting Lecturer - Professor Lee Daniels
On Monday 4th July, more than 35 people enjoyed the opportunity to hear Professor W Lee Daniels from Virginia Tech in the USA give two talks on restoring
disturbed soils and land. Lee is a specialist in the stabilisation and restoration of lands disturbed by mining, road building, waste disposal, urbanisation and
erosion. There was a lot of interest in Lee’s talks, with many local and state government officers and consultants attending the talks—one even flew in from
Cairns to attend the afternoon! The first talk was on the development of guidelines for construction of non-tidal wetland mitigation sites, while the second talk
focused on returning heavy mineral sand mine sites to productive agriculture. The afternoon was jointly presented by ASSSI’s Queensland Branch and the
Department of Natural Resources and Mines, Indooroopilly. Special decorations adorned the room to help our American guest celebrate Independence Day in
style!

NEW SOUTH WALES
A highlight from the past couple of months was the annual NSW Branch Field trip, which toured the soils and landscapes of the picturesque and rugged
Southern Highlands. See James Taylor’s article elsewhere in Profile, on what was a great trip.
The major Branch event of the year is coming up on Friday 16th September, with the inaugural Harald Jensen Branch Lecture at the University of Sydney. This
year, the lecture will be combined with a dinner to help celebrate ASSSI’s 50th Anniversary. The guest speaker will be Dr Pat Walker, who will also be
presented with his ASSSI Honorary Life Membership. It would be great to have some members from other branches present at what promises to be a
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memorable night.
The NSW Branch is also working on a number of other initiatives, including interviewing life members as part of ASSSI’s 50th Anniversary activities;
formalising the NSW State Soil (The Red Chromosol); producing a display of historical soils from NSW; establishing a NSW Branch archive; and running
some training courses on particular aspects of Soil Science.
Feel free to send an email to: asssi.nsw@agric.usyd.edu.au, for more information on these or other NSW Branch activities

VICTORIA
State Soil Selection
The branch has adopted a democratic process for selecting the state soil, which is being managed by a sub-committee of Mark Imhof, Jack Holland and
Richard MacEwan. Contenders have been nominated by the branch committee and each contender is being championed by a society member. One soil is the
source of clay used for the wicket at the MCG! Voting is taking place on the following website: www.dpi.vic.gov.au/dpi/vro/vrosite.nsf/pages/soil_vic and is
open to anyone. The branch is using this as a means to raise the profile of soils, the society and some soil information websites such as VRO (Victorian
Resources Online) and have involved the Science Teachers and Geography Teachers Associations of Victoria. The final count will be on November 25th, the
day of the Leeper Lecture and the launch of the state soil will be on World Soils Day, December 5th. The branch is investigating whether the chosen soil can
be gazetted as are the other state emblems.
Leeper Lecture 2005
The 2005 Leeper Lecture is to be held at the University of Melbourne at 5pm on Friday 25th November. This year, the lecture is being given by Dr Brent
Clothier from HortResearch in New Zealand. An abstract of the lecture follows:
The World’s Biggest Water Filter: Our Soil
Soil is the fragile yet productive skin of our planet. Soil occupies a critical position between the atmosphere and the subterranean realm, and lies astride the
main thoroughfare along which water and solutes enter our ground and surface water reservoirs. Our soil is the world’s biggest filter.
Water and chemical fluxes though the heterogeneous porous medium of the unsaturated soil, in the active presence of plant roots, are necessary for the healthy
functioning of soil as the productive base for sustainable agriculture. As well, these fluxes are critical determinants of the quantity and quality of our
underground and surface reserves of water.
Our understanding of transport and fate processes in the soil of the rootzone has been enhanced thanks to two developments. New measurement devices and
monitoring techniques are providing better observations, at the local scale, of the state and fluxes of water and solute into, and through, soil. Here I outline
some of the new observations that are improving the acuity of our vision of rootzone processes. In tandem, better theoretical understanding and new modelling
techniques are being developed to extend and extrapolate these still-meagre observations to realise improved understanding at larger spatial and temporal
scales.
Water is now known as ‘blue gold’. ‘Blue gold’ will be this century’s most urgent environmental issue. We need to use our scientific understanding of the
functioning world’s largest water filter – our soil – to protect the quantity and quality of our resources of ‘blue gold’.
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News
CPSS Brief Bag Now Available
To highlight your status as a Certified Professional Soil Scientist, CPSS can now purchase a leatherlook brief bag featuring the CPSS logo along with the text "Certified Professional Soil Scientist,
Australian Society of Soil Science Inc" on the front flap. The bag is a very sturdy design with
compartments for a laptop, documents, business cards, calculator, pens, discs and travel documents.
They should prove valuable for practical use whilst at the same time promoting the CPSS status of
the owner. Bags cost $65 including postage and handling and GST and are only available to CPSS.
Use the form available on the ASSSI website to place an order. There are a limited number of bags
and orders will be processed as they are received and paid for.
List of Current CPSS
A list of the 2005 Accredited Certified Professional Soil Scientists is available on the ASSSI website
or by clicking here. Note that CPSS who have not submitted their 2005 OPD diaries for assessment,
will not appear on the 2005 Accreditation List and CPSS members being audited will be added to
the 2005 Accreditation List following approval from the Accreditation Board.
CPSS Certificates
All financial ASSSI members should have current membership certificates showing their membership number. Gold seals indicate financial status and are
designed to assist members to stay current. The CPSS certificate is complimentary to the ASSSI certificate and indicates the CPSS stage and current
accreditation status.
Board Report
The CPSS Board met via a telephone conference on 27 June. The key outcomes were as follows:
❍

❍

OPD hours for 2005 were approved for 25 people for Stage 3, 15 people for Stage 2 and 10 people for Stage 1. Another 10 people are still being
assessed.
Three ASSSI members applied for and were approved for entry to Stage 2.
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The board has invited the ASSSI President and Immediate past President to apply for CPSS.
The board has asked the President to approach EIANZ with a view to collaboration on common issues.
The board has also invited some of the more experienced Stage 1 and Stage 2 CPSSs to apply for a Stage upgrade.

The next CPSS Board meeting is to be held on 8 August.
Gr a h a m P r ic e, Chair of CPSS Board

Call for Nominations - ASSSI Publication Medal
Nominations are being called for the 2005 ASSSI Publication Medal.
The ASSSI Publication medal is awarded annually to a soil scientist under the age of 35 for a publication on any subject in soil
research. The award is made on the basis of scientific merit, relevance to soil science and effectiveness in communicating the
paper's content to the reader and is normally for work carried out in Australia. Nominated candidates need not be members of the
ASSSI.

Nominations are to be made by the candidate, or on behalf of the candidate by a financial member of ASSSI, and should be submitted in triplicate in a
sealed envelope to the Federal Secretary including the names of up to two referees on whom the Awarding Committee may call.
In 2004 the Publication Medal was awarded to Dr Ron Smernik for the paper Smernik RJ, Oliver IW, Merrington G (2003). Advanced solid-state carbon13 nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopic studies of sewage sludge organic matter: detection of organic "domains". J. Environmental Quality, 32,
1523-1533.

A Tribute to Cliff Harry Thompson AM (1926 - 2005)
Reproduced with permission from the Queensland Branch newsletter, this tribute to ASSSI Honorary Life Member, Cliff Thompson, who passed
away in May.
Cliff Thompson was a remarkable person who dedicated a lifetime to the advancement of soil and landscape science. His footprint as a researcher and educator
is around most of Australia and as a pedologist his knowledge and influence were substantial. His recognition in the 2004 Queen’s Birthday Honours List with
the award of an Order of Australia for his contribution to soil science and as an educator, is testament to his many achievements.
Born in Rockhampton, and living through the great depression, Cliff graduated from the oneteacher school at Ambrose in Central Queensland to Gatton College on a scholarship to study
horticulture. He graduated in 1944 with a diploma in horticulture, and continued at Gatton
College as a teacher in horticulture until 1946. In that year he joined CSIRO (or CSIR as it was
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known then) and began his long career in soil survey and soil classification. After carrying out
survey work in NSW, Victoria and Tasmania he settled into the then CSIR Plant and Soils
laboratory at St Lucia (later to become the CSIRO Cunningham Lab) and remained there until
his retirement in September 1988. Over the 40 years in the Cunningham Lab, Cliff honed his
skills as a soil scientist and was involved in many CSIRO soil surveys in the then largely
unknown landscapes of Queensland. In his early days in CSIRO he was greatly influenced by
George Hubble, who in many ways remained his mentor until George retired in 1974. Cliff was
part of the team that compiled the Atlas of Australian Soils in the late 1960s, and it was during
the field work associated with the Atlas that Cliff became fascinated by the coastal sand masses
that dotted the Queensland coast. Cooloola in particular became a passion that continued until his
last days. The multi-disciplinary team he set up in 1973 - 1983 to study the dynamics of the
Cooloola sand mass was a classic example of teamwork that succeeded despite minimal funding.
Cliff’s contributions included entering into debates about soil pedogenesis and classification, and
in particular the development of podzols. His great skill however was in turning process
knowledge into practice, and his work with agricultural groups, mining companies regarding the
rehabilitation of mined areas, university students wanting to know about landscapes and with
conservation and Landcare groups set him apart from the average scientist. His dedication to
Cooloola and Fraser Island was truly remarkable and increased following his departure from
CSIRO. Cliff never really retired and continued to publish scientific papers and work in various
committees including the Fraser Island World Heritage Advisory committee. The body of work
about the dunes at Cooloola comprising some 60 publications is a lasting testament to a
dedicated and productive scientific life.
Like so many I have had the privilege of spending many hours in the field with Cliff, enjoying
his company and the inevitable glass of red wine to finish out the day. He will be sadly missed by
his colleagues. To Betty his dear wife of over 50 years, his children Rod and Jenny and his
grandchildren we send our condolences, but also we rejoice in a life well spent learning about
soils in the company of many friends.
D r Joe W a lk er , CSIRO Land and Water.

A Smorgasbord of Soils
A report on the NSW Branch Southern Highlands Field Trip by James Taylor, photos by Chris Dorahy
On a fine autumn morning in the month of May 2005, the annual ASSSI NSW Branch field trip departed Sydney for the Southern Highlands of NSW. After
collecting some local soil scientists at Moss Vale our first stop was an obligatory Ferrosol (Krasnozem) near Robertson. While the soil profile was beautiful, it
was disappointing to hear of the demise of small potato production in the area in favour of sub-urbanisation (lifestyle blocks). It seems a pity that some of our
best agricultural soil is being lost. Next stop was the collapsed peat swamp behind Wingecarribee reservoir. After a brief chat, the Sydney Catchment Authority
kindly allowed us access onto the swamp. Walking out across the peat to the site of the collapse was spectacular (literally an earth moving experience!). In the
middle of the swamp we saw the damage done by the collapse of 6 million tons of peat into the reservoir.
Back on the bus we went to view a recently uncovered lateritic profile behind the Shell service station on the Hume Highway at Sutton Forest. We then headed
south towards Goulburn to some soil conservation projects around Bungonia. On the way Bob Young, Rob Cummings and Fletcher Townsend regaled us with
local geological and soil history.
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Near Bungonia we saw some trials of soil additives from recycled materials being
carried out by the NSW DPI. As the sun set we made our way to the penultimate stop
(and last field site) to view some recently implemented earthworks and a concrete
flume to halt gully head erosion.
The last, but not least, stop for the day was to the REME soil laboratories in Goulburn
where Rob Cummings kindly showed us his equipment along with some commentary
on the usefulness of certain soil analyses. Rob and his team also provided some much
appreciated liquid refreshments and snacks to set the mood for dinner. After a quick
pit stop at our digs the tour moved straight onto a three course dinner at the Old
Goulburn Brewery. This was washed down with some of the locally produced beer or
wine (depending on preference). The publican/owner then retold the remarkable
history of the Brewery along with some other titbits before allowing us up to view the
museum.
Bright and early the next morning we climbed aboard our trusty beast of burden and
headed south towards Windellama. Along the way Tony Eggleton and Brian Jenkins,
ABOVE: Sunset over earthworks and a concrete flume to stop gully our day 2 guides, joined us. The first stop was a bauxite/gibbsite deposit followed by a
Basalt derived laterite cap. Both displayed spectacular geological features. At the
retreat, Bungonia.
lateritic site a catenary sequence was excavated to view the change in soil type from
Ferrosol to Vertosol down the hillslope. The opposing hillslope, capped by silcrete not laterite, was also excavated to reveal a Chocolate Prairie soil. These
three spectacular, and fertile soils, within a small catchment in an area known for poor soils was the highlight of the trip (for me).
From these unusually good soils we headed further south for some more geology of the area and to see some awful soil, from an agricultural perspective. We
were able to mull on this over lunch on the banks of the upper Shoalhaven river before viewing some attempts to remediate (or just halt further degradation) of
sodic soils in the area. The local catchment authority kindly showed us some spectacular failed attempts from the early 1980s but also some more promising
strategies that have been recently implemented. The
final stop for our sodic adventures was an attempt to back fill a gully using a gobian (stone
dam). Not only was the effect of the gobian impressive but so too were the classic examples
of sodic degradation at the site. Truly breathtaking, as long as it is not your job to manage
them!
Our last stop, as we wound our way back to Goulburn, was to view and discuss some of the
implications of soil degradation, in this case salinity, on the sub-division of grazing country
for lifestyle (100ha) blocks. Unfortunately it seemed very much a case of developers
attempting to minimise cost (profit loss) by providing patchwork solutions.
The NSW Branch would like to thank all the people who contributed to making it such an
enjoyable and educational trip. In particular the efforts of Greg Chapman, our Field Trip
Coordinator, Fletcher Townsend, who ran day one, Tony Eggleton and Brian Jenkins who
ran day 2 and Casey who kindly drove us and the bus around. There were approximately 25
people attending each day with over 30 members participating over the two days.

ABOVE: Spectacular columnar features in eroding Sodosols
near Windellama, south of Goulburn.
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Minutes for Federal Council Meetings are available by following these links:
Federal Council Meeting 225 - 6 May 2005 (Teleconference)
Federal Council Meeting 226 - 29 July 2005 (Teleconference)
The next Federal Council meeting is to be held by teleconference on 2 September 2005.

ASSSI Statement of Purposes
At Federal Council Meeting 226 the council accepted the following statement of purpose which will be submitted with the new Rules of the ASSSI, should
they be accepted. The statement of purpose simply outlines for outsiders why the society exists. The statement of purpose is as follows:

1. The name of the incorporated association is the Australian Society of Soil Science Incorporated.
2. The purposes for which the incorporated association is established are: a. To advance and promote the field of soil science providing a link between soil scientists and members of kindred bodies within
Australia and other countries.
b. To further the expertise in soil science of members.
c. To be a forum for discussion on soil science.
d. To increase government and community awareness of soil science.
e. To liaise and co-operate with other organisations in support of mutual interests.
f. To encourage research and extension in soil science.
g. To promote wise management of the soil resources throughout Australia.
h. To provide such publications as may be considered desirable.
i. To provide funds on an annual basis to recognise merit in published research on soil science.
j. To encourage on-going professional development of soil scientists by means of a peer-assessed accreditation scheme.
k. To conduct any activities that will assist in attaining the above purposes.

New Members
The ASSSI welcomes the following new member...
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Member

Branch

Interests

Mr Vu Dang Thanh

Vic

PhD student at La Trobe University studying soil chemistry and plant nutrition

New Member Profile - Ryan Kearns, Qld Branch
My name is Ryan Kearns and I am in my third year of study at the University of Queensland, completing a Bachelor of Applied Science (Agronomy) and a
Bachelor of Agricultural Science (Plant & Soil). I am fascinated in all areas of soil science relating to crop yield and efficiency improvement, as well as the
overall practice of sustainable agriculture and environmental impact minimisation. I hope to learn as much as I can about past and future relationships between
soil science and agriculture and understand the social, economic, political and environmental factors surrounding land management and the production of food.

Comment
ASSSI Member Pax Blamey comments on a figure in "Australian Soils and Landscapes: An Illustrated Compendium" by Neil McKenzie, David
Jacquier, Ray Isbell and Katherine Brown
The late Stephen Jay Gould, in his last book "I Have Landed" (2002) (p. 310 et seq.), lamented the inclusion in text books of information that is out-of-date or
just plain wrong, claiming that "textbook authors often follow suboptimal routes that usually yield adequate results, but can also engender serious trouble: they
copy from previous textbooks, and they borrow from the most widely-available popular sources".
I find it regrettable that some incorrect information has found its way into a book on Australian soils and landscapes - a book of such high calibre. Maybe it is
not important. And, yet, mistakes such as these elicit a sigh of disappointment. Such was my feeling when I saw the pH diagram thought up by Emil Truog1
reproduced in "Australian Soils and Landscapes: An Illustrated Compendium". I think that "getting it right" is important for a number of reasons, including the
truism that "we owe our existence to a six-inch layer of topsoil and the fact that it rains" (Anon). Understanding soils - soil science - is important.
The diagram present in "Australian Soils and Landscapes", representing Truog’s guess - the paper provides no data and no references - should have been, by
now, consigned to a history of soil science: A good guess; the best guess at the time - but, a guess nonetheless.
I have reproduced the figure (Figure 1.9) in its entirety to confirm
Gould’s assertion that "once ensconced in textbooks,
misinformation becomes cocooned and effectively permanent
because - textbooks copy from texts". Gould goes on to warn:
"Authors of textbooks cannot be experts in all subdisciplines of
their subject. They should be more careful, and they should rely
more on the primary literature and the testimony of expert
colleagues."
Why is all this important?
First of all, as mentioned above, no data were presented in
support of Truog’s perceived relationships between soil pH and
the availability of nutrients. Scientific progress is based on data.
Sure, intuition, smart guesses, and leaps of imagination all play a
wonderful and exciting role; but progress is limited without data.
Second, I contend that Truog’s diagram is wrong. Almost every
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line of the graph can be criticised by referring to data on nutrient
availability. (And, aluminium a nutrient? Surely not!) A response
to this may be: "These data are exceptions". But, are they? I think
not - rather, the data published in countless scientific articles
illustrate the complexity of soils, and that no one pH model can
adequately describe the availability of nutrients to all plants in all
soils - certainly not by a few lines that wax thick and wane thin.
It is easy to invoke the argument that: "It’s close enough to reality for student consumption, and it does illustrate a general truth with permissible idealisation"
which Gould goes on to term an "ever-tempting and ever-dangerous argument".
Truog’s diagram is particularly dangerous given that the book will be used (as noted by Dr Andrew Rate in his review (Profile: Issue 140 January 2005) by
specialists "in a sub-discipline of soil science other than ... " - and who, therefore, may be not be aware of the error - and, thus, perpetuate it.
Third, and surely a most important reason, is the use of a diagram that is some 60-years-old appearing in a modern text with virtually no comment. Great
strides have been made by soil scientists since 1946 - and to disregard their contributions is less than generous. To name but two texts: Lindsay’s "Chemical
Equilibria in Soils" (1979) and that by Sparks "Soil Physical Chemistry (1999) - never mind the numerous research articles (the primary literature) dealing with
the effects of soil pH on nutrient availability - all left out in favour of a 60-years-old guess!
Fourth, nutrient availability to plants is complex. It is with awe that I ponder the questions: How do plants perceive the soil environment - and modify it and
their roots to their advantage? What exactly is this interplay between gene - structure - function - and the outside world? Surely, this is such a complex issue
that nutrient availability cannot be illustrated as just a few bars on a graph. Taking Truog’s diagram, one would have to conclude that it is best to have the soil
around pH 7 - a complete myth as many acid soils grow wonderful plants, as do many high in the alkaline range. One would further have to assume that
deficiencies of metal micronutrients do not occur at low pH while there would be no problems with the availability of potassium or sulfur at high pH - all
incorrect as numerous data clearly show.
My conclusion is that if we are to demonstrate the important - nay, essential - role of soils, and the relevance of their study to modern living, we have to use
science (in which data are paramount). Indeed, we must use the latest science to portray our profession. Without such an approach, we land up with opinions sometimes right and sometimes wrong - and never make progress in understanding plants and their growth in the landscape. It’s a pity that this has not been
done in this instance, when all the rest - the important focus of "Australian Soils and Landscapes" - is sublime.
1

Truog, E. (1946). pH and nutrient availability. Soil Sci. Soc. Am. Proc. 11, 305-308.

Pax Blamey is an Honorary Research Consultant in the School of Land and Food Sciences, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld 4072. Email: p.
blamey@uq.edu.au

Ten Years of PrimeNotes
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For people to successfully manage their land, water and vegetation, they need answers to the many questions they have about resource management. For ten
years a useful source of information has been the PrimeNotes CD ROM, a national compilation of more than 5150 fact sheets about agriculture and natural
resource management, produced by 14 agencies throughout Australia.
The CD, is produced by the Queensland Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries and is an excellent example of interagency cooperation. The first
version was released early in 1995 when it was seen that there was a need to compile extension-related information from respected Australian agencies into one
information resource. The recently released May 2005 edition is the 17th version of the CD to be released. While the internet has since become a valuable
source of such information, the CD has the advantage of providing more targeted results that may be of greater use for primary producers and consultants, and
with a laptop, this information becomes readily available in the field.
A wide range of topics is included covering crops, pastures, livestock and animal health, horticulture, soil conservation, aquaculture, farm business
management, environmental protection, revegetation and many other subjects related to primary production.
The CD has three search options including a subject-based one, which includes a category on Land and Soil with sub categories relating to conservation,
fertility, salinity, utilisation, weeds, classification, drainage, and soil types.
Information on salinity, for example, provides the user with 424 fact sheets with topics ranging from managing urban salinity to catchment management to
saline aquaculture. These fact sheets give not only an explanation of the topic but ‘how-to’ information.
The CD can be purchased for $27.50 plus $6.15 postage and handling. Previous purchasers can upgrade for $19.95. To purchase the CD you can contact the
Queensland Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries on 1800 816 541 or visit their Shop-on-Line (www.dpi.qld.gov.au/shop) for more information.
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IUSS News
Notes from IUSS Secretary General, Professor Stephen Nortcliff, from Reading
It is summer here in England, although those of you who watched the Sunday rout of England at cricket might not have thought so! All that can be said of
England is that avoiding the showers seemed easier for the English batsmen than avoiding the edge to slips or the keeper! One down four to go! (Editor's Note:Obviously Stephen's report was filed prior to the second test - but we won't mention that will we?!?)

This time next year the 18th World Congress in Philadelphia will have been and gone. We look forward to seeing many of you in Philadelphia and anticipate
the Congress will be a success. Philadelphia as a city has much to offer both culturally and socially and the venue for the Congress is excellent. Registration for
the Congress is open at www.18wcss.org. Abstracts for papers, both oral and poster, must be submitted by 15 September 2005 at this same site. If anyone has
problems with this website or indeed any matter related to the Congress, they should contact the Organising Committee at wcss@colostate.edu.
The Bureau of IUSS recently met in Newark, Delaware to discuss a wide range of administrative and policy matters relating to IUSS. Amongst our topics of
discussion were plans to hold two additional symposia at next year’s Congress, within which we hope to be able to organise some open debate on two broad
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themes. The first theme we are suggesting is ‘Soil Education – The directions for the future? What is the role of IUSS?’. We have asked Alfred Hartemink and
Alex McBratney to lead on this. The subtext for this discussion might be 'is soil science seen as an old and disappearing science?" or 'are all sciences less
popular?". We are seeking ways to ensure that the fascination we find for our subject is communicated to others, young and old alike. A second open
symposium entitled ‘Soil science research in an inter-disciplinary context’, will we hope be informed by current debates underway in the USA under NSF
sponsorship, in Europe under the leadership of the Directorate General for Research and elsewhere. These symposia are a move away from the normal single
subject based symposia we normally hold at our meetings and we hope they will generate useful debate and exchange of ideas and perhaps lead to new IUSS
initiatives after the Congress If successful this open forum type of occasion might be something we should consider for the next WCSS in Brisbane 2010.
Currently IUSS is active together with other GeoScience Unions (IUGS, IUG and IUGG) in promoting activity towards a ‘Year of Planet Earth’ planned for
2007-2009, but in addition to the specific focus of the Year the group of GeoScience Unions are also seeking closer collaboration in promoting an earth science
programme across a broad range of themes. This collaboration we hope will assist in setting research agendas and will also seek to ensure a greater awareness
of the importance of the earth’s surface to many of our activities and emphasise the need to manage it sustainably. Details are available at www.
yearofplanetearth.org . IUSS has seen this as an important area and has contributed to the developments to date and will continue to contribute both in financial
inputs and contributions from IUSS’s global membership. If anyone wishes to be more actively involved they should contact me at iuss@rdg.ac.uk.
In the Autumn (northern hemisphere speak here!) I shall be initiating the elections for new Divisional and Commission Officers. The Electoral Committee has
sought nominations and put together a slate of candidates which we hope has broad regional and gender coverage. As hosts of the next WCSS in 2010,
Australia will automatically have vice-chairs of all the Divisions. Voting for the officers of Divisions and Commissions will be organised by National Member
Bodies, which in most cases are the National Soil Science Societies, and it will be their responsibility to return national votes to me by early 2006. This is the
first time we have operated under the new Statutes and Bye Laws and we hope that the Officers will reflect more broadly the views of the membership, rather
than simply of those of the members able to attend the World Congress which was probably the case in the past. Because the approval of the Statutes and Bye
Laws did not occur until the InterCongress Meeting in 2004, the elections are later than they should be (they should have been before the InterCongress
Meeting but this was obviously not possible). We have had to take a pragmatic view on how to apply the Statutes and Bye Laws.
As the rain pours down here in England, I wish you all well and hope that by the time you read this the performance of the home side in the Test Matches has
improved!
I look forward to seeing many of you in Philadelphia next July.
St e p h e n N o r t c l i ff , Secretary General IUSS

2006 WCSS Sponsorship Opportunity
ASSSI is offering sponsorship to students or early career professionals to attend the 2006 World Congress of Soil Science in Philadelphia.
Sponsorship of $1500 is available towards the travel costs of an Award recipient from each branch. Applicants must:
a) be students at an Australian University or a working science professional below the age of 35;
b) have been a member of ASSSI for at least 12 months prior to application;
c) have a paper accepted for presentation at the 2006 WCSS and be willing to assist in promoting the ASSSI and 2010
Congress during the course of the conference; and
d) be willing to make a presentation on their experiences at the 2006 WCSS to their local Branch on their return.
Check with your state Branch for details of how to nominate.
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ASSSI Calendar of Events
Abstracts from the Australian Journal of Soil Research Volume 43
Numbers 4 and 5 2005 are available on the CSIRO Publishing website.
Volume 43 Number 5
Effect of watertable depth on evaporation and salt accumulation from saline
groundwater
D. A. Rose, F. Konukcu and J. W. Gowing
Abstract
The effect of raised beds on soil structure, waterlogging, and productivity
on duplex soils in Western Australia
D. M. Bakker, G. J. Hamilton, D. J. Houlbrooke and C. Spann
Abstract

August 2005
25 August: (Queensland) OGM, with presentation "Soil phosphorus status
and its environmental hazard assessment in cropping soils of catchments
draining to the GBRWHA" by George Rayment. Contact Angus McElnea (07) 3896 9331.
25 August: (National) ASSSI AGM Room 324, Hartley-Teakle Building,
University of Queensland, St Lucia commencing 6.30pm. Contact Steven
Raine - (07) 4631 1870.

November 2005

Modelling irrigated Eucalyptus for salinity control on shallow watertables
Zahra Paydar, Neil Huth and Val Snow
Abstract

25 November: (Victoria) Leeper Lecture, "The world's biggest water filter:
our soil", by Brent Clothier, HortResearch, New Zealand. Contact Gary
Clark - (03) 9479 5673.

Comparison of the Instantaneous Profile Method and inverse modelling for
the prediction of effective soil hydraulic properties
Oagile Dikinya
Abstract

More information about these and other events are available by
clicking here.

Laboratory calibrations of water content reflectometers and their in-situ
verification
Roland Stenger, Greg Barkle and Craig Burgess
Abstract
Soil puddling for rice production under glasshouse conditions-its
quantification and effect on soil physical properties
G. Kirchhof and H. B. So
Abstract
Rice growth and post-rice mungbean in relation to two puddling intensities
under glasshouse conditions
G. Kirchhof and H. B. So
Abstract
Classification issues for the Hydrosol and Organosol Soil Orders to better
encompass surface acidity and deep sulfidic horizons in acid sulfate soils
B. P. Wilson
Abstract
Evaluation of different extractants for the estimation of bioavailable
selenium in seleniferous soils of Northwest India
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Melland, A. R. (2003) Pathways and processes of phosphorus loss from
pastures grazed by sheep. PhD, The University of Melbourne, Melbourne.
Abstract. Contact author.
Nichol, G. (2004) The effect of magnesium on the age-hardening of soil.
PhD, La Trobe University, Victoria. Abstract. Contact author.
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K. S. Dhillon, Neeraj Rani and S. K. Dhillon
Abstract
Increased risk of zinc deficiency in wheat on soils limed to correct soil
acidity
R. F. Brennan, M. D. A. Bolland and R. W. Bell
Abstract
In situ dynamics of recently allocated 14C in pasture soil and soil solution
collected with Rhizon Soil Moisture Samplers
Bhupinderpal-Singh, M. J. Hedley and S. Saggar
Abstract
Role of root inputs from a dinitrogen-fixing tree in soil carbon and nitrogen
sequestration in a tropical agroforestry system
Jorge Sierra and Pekka Nygren
Abstract
Volume 43 Number 4
Rapid internal drainage rates in Ferrosols
M. J. Bell, B. J. Bridge, G. R. Harch and D. N. Orange
Abstract
Field study of pesticide leaching in a Himatangi sand (Manawatu) and in a
Kiripaka bouldery clay loam (Northland). 1. Results
Murray E. Close, Robert Lee, Gujja N. Magesan, Michael K. Stewart,
George Skuse and Gabor Bekesi
Abstract
Field study of pesticide leaching in a Himatangi sand (Manawatu) and a
Kiripaka bouldery clay loam (Northland). 2. Simulation using LEACHM,
HYDRUS-1D, GLEAMS, and SPASMO models
Ajit K. Sarmah, Murray E. Close, Liping Pang, Robert Lee and Steve R.
Green
Abstract
Copper behaviour in a Podosol. 1. pH-dependent sorption-desorption,
sorption isotherm analysis, and aqueous speciation modelling
Edward D. Burton, Ian R. Phillips, Darryl W. Hawker and Dane T. Lamb
Abstract
Copper behaviour in a Podosol. 2. Sorption reversibility, geochemical
partitioning, and column leaching
Edward D. Burton, Ian R. Phillips, Darryl W. Hawker and Dane T. Lamb
Abstract
Total soluble nitrogen in forest soils as determined by persulfate oxidation
and by high temperature catalytic oxidation
C. R. Chen, Z. H. Xu, P. Keay and S. L. Zhang
Abstract
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Honorary Life Members
The following is a list of the ASSSI's Honorary Life Members:
John Loveday, ACT
Peter Charman, NSW
Neville Collis-George, NSW
Pat Walker, NSW
John Freney, NSW
Cedric Hawkins, NSW
Ian Fergus, Qld
George Hubble, Qld
Don McIntyre, Qld
Calvin Rose, Qld
Stan Waring, Qld
Colin Williams, Qld
Bill Emerson, SA
Ken Lee, SA
Bruce Cockroft, Vic
T.J. Marshall, Vic
Ian Sargeant, Vic
Robert Van de Graaff, Vic
Graham Aylmore, WA
Max Churchward, WA
Bill McArthur, WA
Jim Quirk, WA

Insurance Survey Results
Recently ASSSI members will have received a survey form by email
regarding their professional indemnity and public liability insurance needs.
This survey will be used as an indication of what sort and cost of insurance
can be offered to society members. Twenty survey forms were returned
with 13 indicating high interest; 2 moderate interest; and 5 no interest in
professional indemnity insurance and 8 indicating high interest; 4 indicating
moderate interest; 6 indicating low interest (i.e. not interested) in public
liability insurance. Three people expressed interest in some of the other
options - eg. travel or household insurance. There was no interest in the
scheme from the university employees who returned the survey.
Currently 14 members are enrolled with the ASSSI Group Public Liability
Insurance scheme with Fitzpatrick's who have indicated that it is unlikely
that this insurance will be offered at the same rates (possibly at all) next
year due to the low uptake.
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Soil physical quality under cattle grazing of a winter-fed brassica crop
J. J. Drewry and R. J. Paton
Abstract
Temperature effects on water absorption by three different porous materials
D. E. Smiles
Abstract
Methods of pH determination in calcareous soils: use of electrolytes and
suspension effect
A. Al-Busaidi, P. Cookson and T. Yamamoto
Abstract
Application of two amendments (gypsum and langbeinite) to reclaim sodic
soil using sodic irrigation water
S. Aydemir and N. F. Najjar
Abstract
Influence of soil structure on the shrinkage behaviour of a soil irrigated
with saline-sodic water
X. Peng, R. Horn, D. Deery, M. B. Kirkham and J. Blackwell
Abstract

Another provider, Jardine Lloyd Thompson, have indicated that they are
interested in taking a role in promoting insurance to members (hopefully
increasing awareness and uptake) and also in providing a unit on risk
management for the CPSS to complete as part of their OPD. Negotiations
will commence with Jardine Lloyd Thompson on a professional indemnity
insurance package for the society. Further details will be available
following the next Federal Council meeting. Thank-you to the members
who completed the insurance survey form.

Voting on the New ASSSI Rules
Most members voted on the proposed new ASSSI Rules with their
subscription notices, however, over a quarter of members have not cast a
vote. If you did not cast a vote when renewing your subscription and would
like to do so, please contact the Executive Officer, Linda Bennison. If the
new Rules are accepted they will come into force following the AGM in
August.

New Publications
Contaminated Sites: Guidelines for Assessing Former Orchards and
Market Gardens (2005) Department of Environment and Conservation
(NSW). Copies available by contacting DEC on 131 555 or
info@environment.nsw.gov.au

ASSSI Logo Update
In Profile Issue 140, the prospect of updating the ASSSI logo was raised, due to the inconsistency of currently used
logos. One logo suggestion (right) was put forward from a Strategic Planning meeting held in December and federal
council called for comments or alternatives from the membership. Jack Holland from the Victorian Branch has suggested
the alternative below. We need more feedback from members about the issue of logos. For example, do you want to
keep the current logo (with or without the 'horizons')? If not, which of the suggested options is more appealing? Do you
have another suggestion? Change for change's sake is not the motive, but a professional society such as ours does need a
simple, consistent, recognizable and meaningful way to present itself. Have your say by contacting the Executive Officer,
Linda Bennison by email.
Member's Suggestion - Jack Holland, Vic
I believe that our logo should be a
symbol that relates to the context
and focus of the society. It should
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be simple and easily identified. I
think symbols that focus on plants
and soil are important, but we need
more than that. It is difficult for a
logo to convey the idea of science
per se, but I think that it is possible
to highlight the major areas that soil
science is involved namely:
agriculture, forestry/ bushland,
water and the built/ urban
environment.
In addition, I hope that we can have
a logo that emphasizes the
uniqueness and beauty of
Australian soil. I have done two
logo’s, a colour one and one in
black and white. I realise that there
could be difficulties with colour, but if we can have it then it would be great to include dark cracking soils, red soils and
sandy soils. This could be achieved by gradation between them all. According to ASC, I'm thinking of vertosols to
dermosols to ferrosols/chromosols to tenosols. Alternatively, a well designed B & W logo could show some diversity of
our soil by using tone to represent colour and texture differences.
I admit that my artwork is pretty rough, but maybe the concepts that I have presented could be used by a graphic designer
and really polished up. Any comments ?

Controlled Traffic Farming Conference Report
The Australian Controlled Traffic Farming Conference, CTF05, has come and
gone, and it was a wonderful success with every indication that it will change
growers and industries. Delegates were all full of energy and enthusiasm, the
way forward is clear, the mistakes have been made and the Conference
slogans became “just do it”, and “don’t muck about, do it right”. CTF05
brought together elite growers and support people across industries and
across the nation. Total attendance was 197, including 104 growers (grain,
cane, cotton and vegies) from all States (except Tasmania), 29 trade and
press people, and 7 from catchment and Landcare groups. And CTF05 was
international with four visitors from New Zealand and two from the USA. The
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Conference passed one resolution “that networks of 2cm GPS base stations
be established across cropping districts in Australia”. What’s next? The 104
growers and their support people will go home and move forward in leaps and
bounds, the nation wide experience assures that they are on the right track.
The CTF06 Conference will be in Victoria (probably Ballarat) next year. CTF
Conferences are attractive to all cropping sectors. All progressive farmers
have similar goals, similar issues; CTF offers similar solutions and applies all
the new technology. More details are available at www.ctfsolutions.com.au.

Soils and Hydrology 'Meet' in New Orleans
The American
Geophysical
Union (AGU)
Conference
was held in
New Orleans
from 23-27
May 2005. It
was a Joint
Assembly
between the
AGU and two
major science
associations,
the North
American
ABOVE (L-R): David Chittleborough; Keith Smettem;
Benthological
unknown;
Henry Lin Dept. of Crop & Soil Science, Penn State
Association
University & organizer of the symposium; and Professor Dan
and the
Hillel, Center for Climate Systems Research, Columbia
Society for
University,
New York who spoke on "Soil as the Central Link in
Exploration
the Hydrological Cycle".
Geophysicists.

ABOVE: Delegates in the Trade Show area during a break in the
CTF05 Conference.

Over 3,000 researchers pre-registered with many more registering on-site. The conference was structured around 23 Geoscience Disciplines such as
Hydrology, Atmospheric Sciences, Near Surface Geophysics, Biogeochemistry, each of which had one or more special themes. Many of the Disciplines had
joint sessions with other Disciplines which lead to some lively discussion at times as researchers with different backgrounds, modes and methods swapped
perspectives.
Hydrology comprised about 10 themes e.g. Water Quality of Hydrologic Systems, Environmental Vadose-zone Hydrology, Integrated Approaches in
Hydrological Process Studies, Measurement and Monitoring in Ecohydrology, Remote Sensing of Hydrological Processes. The key Hydrological Theme was a
day-long session on "Multiscale Interdisciplinary Integration of Soil-Hydrology-Plant Interactions: Landscape Hydrological Perspectives". Two Australians
presented: Keith Smettem from Centre for Water Research, University of Western Australia "Use of Time to Incipient Ponding as a Hydropedologic Index for
Surface Soils" and David Chittleborough (co-author Jock Churchman) "Novel soil amendment technology for minimizing nutrient losses from pastures for the
protection of water bodies" .
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Coming Up
1 September 2005: Land Application of Biosolids Workshop, Perth WA
National Biosolids Research Program
Contact d.pritchard@curtin.edu.au (08) 96901554
More information

10-18 September 2005: 19th International Congress on Irrigation and Drainage, Beijing
Chinese National Committee on Irrigation and Drainage
cncid@iwhr.com

14-19 September 2005: XV International Plant Nutrition Colloquium, Beijing
Plant Nutrition for Food Security, Human Health and Environmental Protection
www.ipnc15.com

14-18 November 2005: 4th World Congress, Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, Portland Oregon, USA
www.setac.org/portland.html

15 November 2005: PotOz'05, 2nd Workshop on Potassium in Australian Agriculture, Melbourne
www.potash-info.com/potoz

28 Nov - 2 Dec 2005: First International Symposium on the Management of Tropical Sandy Soils for Sustainable Agriculture, Thailand
An holistic approach for sustainable development of problem soils in the Tropics.
www.tropicalsandysoils.org

28 Nov - 2 Dec 2005: Where Waters Meet, Auckland, New Zealand
Joint Conference of the New Zealand Hydrological Society (NZHS), International Association of Hydrogeologists (IAH), Australian Chapter and the New
Zealand Society of Soil Science (NZSSS)
Abstracts deadline - 30 May 2005
www.wrl.unsw.edu.au/iah-auckland

24-26 Dec 2005: 2nd International Congress on Chemistry and the Environment, Indore, India
www.chemenviron.org

30 Jan - 2 Feb 2006: 5th Australian Sorghum Conference, Gold Coast, Queensland
www.australian-sorghum-conference.org.au

14-19 May 2006: 14th International Soil Conservation Organisation (ISCO) Conference, Marrakech, Morocco
Contact: isco2006@wanadoo.net.au

9-15 July 2006 - 18th World Congress of Soil Science, Philadelphia, USA
www.18wcss.org

16-21 July 2006: 7th International Conference on the Occurrence, Properties and Utilization of Zeolites, Socorro, New Mexico, USA
Deadline for Abstract Submission: 1 April 2006
www.ees.nmt.edu/Zeolite06
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30 July - 4 Aug 2006: 13th Meeting of the International Humic Substances Society, Germany
Deadline for Abstract Submission: 1 Dec 2005
www.wasserchemie.uni-karlsruhe.de/ihss2006/

3-8 Sep 2006: Joint Conference - Australian Clay Mineral Society and ASSSI Victorian Branch, Melbourne
For more information contact Richard MacEwan (03) 5430 4326 or Will Gates (02) 6030 4559

3-7 December 2006: National Soils Conference, Adelaide
The University of Adelaide
Adelaide, Australia 5005
cameron.grant@adelaide.edu.au
tel (08) 8303 7404
fax (08) 8303 6511

ASSSI Contacts
Federal Council
President

Neal Menzies
University of Queensland School of Land and Food Sciences
ST LUCIA QLD 4072
Tel 07 3365 2059 Fax 07 3365 1177 Email n.menzies@uq.edu.au

Vice-president

Stephen Cattle
School of Land, Water & Crop Sciences
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY NSW 2006
Tel 02 9351 2944 Fax 02 9351 5108 Email s.cattle@acss.usyd.edu.au

Secretary

Steven Raine
University of Southern Queensland,
National Centre for Engineering & Agriculture
TOOWOOMBA QLD 4350
Tel 07 4631 1691 Fax 07 4631 1870 Email raine@usq.edu.au

Treasurer

Cameron Gourley
Dairy Research Institute
RMB 2460 Hazeldean Road ELLINBANK VIC 3820
Tel 03 5624 2226 Fax 03 5624 2200 Email cameron.gourley@dpi.vic.gov.au

Newsletter Editor

Jonnie White
Agrow Australia
PO Box 936 BILOELA Qld 4715
Tel 07 4992 6041 Fax 07 4992 6043 Email jrwhite@bigpond.net.au

Executive Officer

Linda Bennison
Executive Officer, ASSSI
PO Box 1349 WARRAGUL VIC 3820
Tel 03 5622 0804 Fax 03 5622 0806 Email asssi@bigpond.net.au
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QLD Branch
President

Donald Yule
CTF Projects Pty Ltd 56 Iona Tce TARINGA QLD 4068
Tel 07 3871 0359 Fax 07 3871 0356 Email yules@bigpond.com

Vice-president

Kristie Watling
Dept. of Natural Resources, Mines & Energy Block C 80 Meiers Rd INDOOROOPILLY QLD 4068
Tel 07 3896 9229 Fax 07 3896 9782 Email kristie.watling@nrm.qld.gov.au

Secretary

Bruce Carey
Dept. of Natural Resources, Mines & Energy Block C 80 Meiers Rd INDOOROOPILLY QLD 4068
Tel 07 3896 9390 Fax 07 3896 9625 Email bruce.carey@nrm.qld.gov.au

Treasurer

Peter Kopittke
University of Queensland School of Land and Food Sciences
ST LUCIA QLD 4072
Tel 07 3365 2079 Fax 07 3365 3452 Email p.kopittke@uq.edu.au

Newsletter Editor

Ben Harms
Dept. of Natural Resources, Mines & Energy Block C 80 Meiers Rd INDOOROOPILLY QLD 4068
Tel 07 3896 9609 Fax 07 3896 9898 Email harmsb@nrm.qld.gov.au

NSW Branch
President

Balwant Singh
Faculty of Agriculture, Food & Nat. Res.,
University of Sydney, NSW 2006
Tel 02 9351 2237 Fax 02 9351 2945 Email b.singh@acss.usyd.edu.au

Vice-president

Brian Murphy
c/- DIPNR, CNR, Cowra Research Centre
PO Box 445
COWRA NSW 2794
Tel 02 6341 9101 Email Brian.W.Murphy@dipnr.nsw.gov.au

Secretary

Chris Dorahy
C/- NSW Department of Primary Industries
Private Mail Bag 8 CAMDEN NSW 2570
Tel 02 4640 6443 Fax 02 4640 6300 Emailchris.dorahy@dpi.nsw.gov.au

Treasurer

Budiman Minasny
c/- Faculty of Agriculture, Food & Nat. Res.,
University of Sydney, NSW 2006
Tel 02 9036 9043 Fax 02 9351 3706 Email budiman@acss.usyd.edu.au

Newsletter Editor

James Taylor
Faculty of Agriculture, Food & Nat. Res.,
University of Sydney, NSW 2006
Tel 02 9351 3706 Email j.taylor@agec.usyd.edu.au

WA Branch
President

Dan Carter
Private Locked Bag 4, Bentley Delivery Centre BENTLEY WA 6982
Tel 08 9368 3368 Fax 08 9368 3654

Vice-president

Keith Lindbeck
PO Box 144 Bull Creek WA 6149
Tel 08 9332 0671 Fax 08 9332 0672 Email lindbyka@ca.com.au

VIC Branch
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President

Richard MacEwan
Department of Primary Industries R&D Division Bendigo Centre
PO Box 3100 BENDIGO VIC 3554
Tel 03 5430 4326 Fax 03 5430 4304 Email richard.macewan@dpi.vic.gov.au

Vice-president

Alice Melland
DPI Ellinbank RMB 2460 Hazeldean Road ELLINBANK VIC 3821
Tel 03 5624 2281 Fax 03 5624 2200 Email alice.melland@dpi.vic.gov.au

Secretary

Gary Clark
La Trobe University
127 Mount Robertson Road NEW GISBORNE VIC 3438
Tel 03 8344 5018 Email gjclark@students.latrobe.edu.au

Treasurer

Jonathan Holland
University of Melbourne PARKVILLE VIC 3010
Tel 03 8344 5018 Fax 03 8344 4465 Email j.holland3@pgrad.unimelb.edu.au

SA Branch
President

Jock Churchman
University of Adelaide School of Environmental and Earth Sciences
PMB 1 GLEN OSMOND SA 5064
Tel 08 8303 7232 Fax 08 8303 6511 Email jock.churchman@adelaide.edu.au

Vice-president

Warwick Dougherty
University of Adelaide Soil and Land Systems
PMB 1 GLEN OSMOND SA 5064
Tel 08 8303 6519 Fax 08 8303 6511 Email warwick.dougherty@adelaide.edu.au

Secretary

Damien Adcock
University of Adelaide Soil and Land Systems
PMB 1 GLEN OSMOND SA 5064
Tel 08 8303 6578 Fax 08 8303 6511 Email damien.adcock@adelaide.edu.au

Treasurer

Bernie Zarcinas
CSIRO Land and Water
PMB 2 GLEN OSMOND SA 5064
Tel 08 8303 8429 Fax 08 8303 8565 Email bernie.zarcinas@csiro.au

Riverina Branch

President

Mark Conyers
NSW Agriculture
PMB Pine Gully Road WAGGA WAGGA NSW 2650
Tel 02 6938 1830 Fax 02 6938 1809
Email Mark.Conyers@agric.nsw.gov.au

Secretary

Jason Condon
Charles Sturt University School of Agriculture
Locked Bag 588 WAGGA WAGGA NSW 2678
Tel 02 6933 2278 Fax 02 6933 2812 Email jcondon@csu.edu.au

Treasurer

Asitha Katupitiya
Charles Sturt University School of Agriculture
PO Box 588 WAGGA WAGGA NSW 2678
Tel 02 6933 2938 Fax 02 6933 2812 Email akatupitiya@csu.edu.au

Tasmanian Contact

Richard Doyle
University of Tasmania School Agricultural Science
PO Box 252-54 HOBART TAS 7001
Tel 03 62262622 Fax 03 62262642 Email richard.doyle@utas.edu.au
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AJSR Rep

Andrew Rate
University of Western Australia
35 Stirling Highway CRAWLEY WA 6009
andrew.rate@uwa.edu.au

Webmaster

Derek Yates
National Centre for Groundwater Techology UTS Room 1715
PO Box 123 BROADWAY NSW 2007
Tel 02 9514 2702 Fax 02 9514 1985 Email derek.yates@uts.edu.au
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